
To:  William “Cruz” Shaw, District 2 Councilman   January 12, 2018 

 

From:  Dignowity Hill Short-term Rental Task Force 

 

Re:  City of San Antonio’s Ordinance addressing the Short-Term Rental business model 

 

 

 

Councilman Shaw, 

 

As City moves a “neighborhood respectful” ordinance through the process of addressing the 

Short-Term Rental business model, the Dignowity Hill STR Task Force would like to share with 

you our conversations and concerns to help strengthen and protect not just Dignowity Hill.  As a 

task force comprised of non-historic district residents, historic district residents, private property 

owners, long-term landlords and current STR owners, our goal was to research and comment on 

the issues specific to the Dignowity Hill neighborhood.  Please know that we encourage and 

anticipate you and your office sharing our findings and concerns with all neighborhoods of 

District 2.   

 

The Dignowity Hill Short-term task force views the Type 1 owner occupied model, one which 

offers an extra bedroom or two or the entire accessory dwelling unit, as an important and 

contributing thread historically woven within Dignowity Hill and is hardly invasive.     

 

However, we do have strong concerns regarding the other types of short-term rental business 

models. The Type 2 owner unoccupied model can have a guided and productive presence within 

a neighborhood per the pending ordinance.   

 

Also, The Type 1 with more than two dwelling units, which aligns closer to the spirit of a 

commercial hotel than a short-term rental, warrants strong concern and needs guidance.  Note 

that City Code omitting a defined number leaves neighborhoods vulnerable to this particular 

business model. 

 

We ask that District 2 and appropriate City boards strongly consider the health of the 

neighborhood and the peaceful enjoyment of neighbors of proximity when assessing the 

need for a special exception for approval of a Type 2 STR and to limit the Type 1 STR to 

two dwelling units on the property.   

 

More specifically, neighborhood desires or concerns are as follows: 

 

● Distance and density  

City’s current draft incorporates a geographic rubric, or “grid,” to guide the numbers of 

the Type 2 absentee owner, protecting all stakeholders.  Working collaboratively and in 

conjunction with existing overlays, we believe that if enforced, this “grid” can guide 

distance and density. 

 

 



● Neighborhood notification 

Before approval is provided to register as an STR Type 2, the neighborhood residents 

within 200 ft. of a proposed location and registered neighborhood association must be 

notified and able to comment.  We ask that these comments become part of the 

conversation with the appropriate CoSA board(s) and the decision making process. 

 

● Number of Units/Bedrooms  

We request District 2 support permitting for: 

-one Type 2 STR dwelling unit on the property (owner unoccupied) 

-two Type 1 STR dwelling units on the property (owner occupied)  

 

● Off-street Parking  

We ask that District 2 encourage one parking space per unit/bedroom.  Where no parking 

exists, the STR owner/operator uses their chosen advertising platform to indicate limited 

on-street parking availability. 

 

● Registration, Taxing  

Registering with the appropriate City and state officials and should include the name of 

the STR applicant/owner, DBA identity, the number of units/bedrooms, and provide 

verification of owner occupancy, e.g., homestead deduction. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to work alongside District 2 as we prioritize the health, longevity, 

and well being of all our neighbors both near and far.  Like other neighbors who have voiced 

their opinions, we respectfully offer our conversation and comments for District 2 to share with 

all neighborhoods. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dignowity Hill Short-Term Rental Task Force 

Liz Franklin 

Mary Jackson 

Cullen Jones 

Devin Verdon 

Suzie Verdon 

Carl Vidal 

Chris Vidal  

Lisa Wood 

 


